K.O. Self Defense Slug
BRENNEKE introduces a brand new development in the field of
„Less-lethal ammunition“. The material selected expresses a significant
step of innovation and is called KOline®. Due to quick deformation the
new projectile can be used for all self defense purposes as well as for
Law Enforcement. The disadvantages of rubber slugs or so called
„Bean Bag Ammo“ and similar products will be avoided. As a result of
German engineering the muzzle velocity will be only 96 m/sec. and the
energy is at 46 Joule. Both figures are far under the data of comparable
cartridges and enable an appropriate application. The optimal range will
be between 8 and 10 meters. Then the K.O. Self Defense Slug cal.
12/70 (2 ¾“) with a weight of 9,1 g / 140 grs stops every enemy
immediately and unambiguous. The subcalibre slug sticks in a pink colored
sabot and thus transfers the „Power of Pink“.
The new K.O. cartridge can be used from every shotgun with or without
choke because of the almost not noticeable recoil. It will be available in
a box of 10 mid 2022.

New Slug Ammunition

2022

Orange Lightning nature
The orange flash stimulates to universal use during a good hunt, to
successful training at the shooting range and imparts the feeling of
personal security.
The new subcalibre slug consists of food proof tin, weighs 19 g / 293 grs
and will be offered in a box of 10 rounds cal. 12/70 (2 ¾“). It supplements
the lead slug (28,4 g / 440 grs) with B.E.T wad introduced in 2021.
Both Original BRENNEKE slugs can be fired from all shotgun barrels with
or without choke free of any problems. The accuracy of 5 cm dispersion
at 35 m (5 shots) is outstanding. The ORANGE LIGHTNING nature will be
available in April 2022.
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New Rifle Ammunition

2022

Subject to errors and technical changes · Ammunition can only be sold to permit holders.

BASIC program strongly extended
The BRENNEKE entry level program to the high-grade centerfire cartridges
gets 2 new attractive bullets in caliber .30. They fulfill customer wishes for
a 10,7 g / 165 grs lead version as well as for a BASIC nature. The lead-free
bullet weighs 9,0 g / 139 grs and contains a tin core within a tombac
jacket. Both bullets are equipped with the BRENNEKE sharp edge for cut
hair from the entrance hole and have a reliable performance on light and
medium-heavy game.
The new BASIC bullets for reloaders and loaded cartridges cal. .308 Win.
and .30-06 will be available mid of 2022.
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